Double Appeal...
Snap-tab Collar
V-Taper Fit
By Van Heusen
A classic Tab Collar without problems. Just wrap it in place, and slip on. Trim V-Taper fit combines for the choice shirt on campus.
Come in and see this smartly tailored shirt that is perfect for $5.00 at the

HARVARD BAZAR
576 Mass. Ave., Central Sq., Cambridge
"Just a half mile down Mass. Ave."...

Why did Van Heusen put a "back loop" on its "417" Collection of Ivy-style shirts?

Some students say it keeps a shirt wrinkle-free like an English "butler." But others remark that it's a decorative trim much like an English "bodice." But to those who really know—it's the prime symbol of the authentic college shirt.

See the wide range of dress and sport shirts in the Van Heusen "417" Collection at your local retailer. They are shown in traditional striped and solid color fabrics in both the Burton-Down and Snap-Tab collar styles. All are cut with the new V-Taper to fit slimmer and trimmer. $5.00.

Dacron and Cotton $5.95

Van Heusen—For the lean, trim look.
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Critic's Choice

Godard off view of old
By Gilbert Pu:

"My Life to Live" (at the Park Square Cinema), the first film of the new-look Godard's to be shown in this country since "Breathless," is in its own way as original and intelligent as that memorable first, showing the old subject of a youthful protestant, here in a mordantly new setting, in a film that is here lighter than in "Breathless," and his bold experiments, most of which are unsuccessful, are integrated into a decisively whole.

"Les Lunes Montes" (Max Ophuls) ends in a song of Lola "You give your body, but you keep your soul." (Godard, dismissing his inspiration for "My Life to Live"). Godard's treatment of this subject is very different from Ophuls', while "Les Lunes Montes" was profound and spiritual, Lesa being a world-famous dancer, "My Life to Live" is melodramatic and realistic, its central character, Mina, being an ordinary person, a prostitute in which nothing special happens. Godard has been able to bring beauty and relevance to the world and com-
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